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This procedures manual for Examination and Accreditation (EA) Department is Volume IV of the 

REB comprehensive manual. Volumes within this series are:  
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I Curriculum Pedagogical Materials Production and Distribution (CPMD) Department 

II Education Quality and Standards (EQS) Department 

III Teacher Development and Management (TDM) 
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V ICT in Education and Open Distance and E-Learning (ICTE& ODEL) Department 

VI Higher Education Student Loans (HESL) Department 

SUPPORT DEPARTMENTS/UNITS 

VII Corporate Services Division  

VIII Planning & Research 

IX ICT support Unit  
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4.0 INTRODUCTION  

The department is responsible for the overall administration, regulation and supervision of 

national examinations and accreditation in primary and secondary school.  

4.1  MICRO STRUCTURE  

HoD EA

Examination 

Management

Selection, Orientation & 

Accreditation

Examination 

Database

Examination Items 

Bank

  

4.2 FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES  

 Manage and coordinate all examination and accreditation; 

 Initiate policies, principles, procedures, and guidelines related to Examinations and 

Accreditation; 

 Ensure application of regulations and resolutions of the Board related to examinations 

and accreditation; 

 Ensure effectiveness and efficiency of service delivery in relation with national goals and 

with reference to Regional, Commonwealth and Global Millennium Development Goals; 

 Cooperate and consult with relevant ministries, other government institutions, national 

and international organizations on matters concerning examinations and accreditation; 

 Place successful candidates in different schools or institutions based on their abilities; 

 Prepare for higher institutions of learning a performance list of the applicants for that 

academic year and to collaborate in their placement in those institutions; 

 Develop, coordinate and monitor strategies for examinations and accreditation staff 

recruitment 

 Development of examination questions and items bank  
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4.2.1 RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE VARIOUS UNITS 

4.2.1.1 EXAMINATION ITEMS BANK UNIT 

 Plan, supervise, monitor and evaluate activities related to setting, moderating and 

printing of national Examinations; 

 Supervise grading of candidates and results publication. 

4.2.1.2 EXAMINATION MANAGEMENT UNIT 

 Ensure organization of examination administration and marking centres across the 

country; 

 Collaborate with district education directors and inspectors in setting up examination and 

marking centres 

 Manage problems and malpractices arising from examinations administration and marking 

centres ; 

 Ensure that sufficient examinations materials and means of transport for each centre 

 Codify examination papers and answer booklets according to the needs of centres; 

 Ensure safe storing of examination materials at national level and centres; 

 Arrange examination papers according to their levels and subjects; 

 Verify payment lists of markers; 

 Coordinate and supervise markers during the marking exercise;  

 Prepare reports as appropriate. 

4.2.1.3 SELECTION, ORIENTATION AND ACCREDITATION UNIT 

 Supervise placement of successful candidates in schools, options and institutions of 

candidates choices; 

 Ensure proper storing and handling of marking sheets, diploma and certificates; 

 Evaluate foreign attained education qualifications and determine their equivalence  with 

the Rwanda Education system,  

 Supervise the setting up of archives management and library system for the unit. 

 

4.2.1.4 EXAMINATION DATABASE  

 Create database of candidates with information regarding districts, sectors, bio data, etc.; 

Produce candidates lists and use  these lists to cross-check for any errors with candidates 

forms and make corrections; 

 Produce marking sheets to be sent to marking centres; 
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 Receive filled marking sheets from marking centres and enter marks into the computer 

database; 

 Produce print outs of examination marks and crosscheck these against the hard copies of 

marking sheets. 

 Process examination data and produce statistical reports;  

 Analyse results and produce performance statistics;  

 Send analysed results to the exam items bank unit for grading; 

 Make a final grading list for all subjects; 

 Sending final list to the selection, orientation and accreditation's unit. 

4.3 CORE PROCESS PROCEDURES 

The department is responsible for the overall administration, regulation and supervision of 

national examination and accreditation. These departmental responsibilities lead to the following 

core process activities: 

 Registration and creation of a database of candidates for national examination 

 Examination items development 

 Printing and storage of examinations 

 Administration of national examinations 

 Marking of examinations 

 Processing and analysis of national examinations  

 Certification and student orientation. 
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4.3.1 PROCESS MAP  

The process flow for the above activities is indicated in the process map below: 

                                             Process flow map for Examinations and Accreditation Department
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4.3.2 CROSS DEPARTMENTAL PROCESS RELATIONSHIPS IN EA  

The process connections of EA to other departments’ processes link mainly EQS, CPMD and 

HESL. These are described under the following processes: 

Registration of candidates 

The linkage of EA to HESL is in relation to the process of selection of loan beneficiaries. HESL 

department liaises with examinations database unit of EA department on matters related to 

authenticity of examination results and selection to next levels of education. EA ensures that their 

database unit avails input in timely manner to support decision making for selection of 

beneficiaries. 

National examination items development 
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The linkage of EA to EQS in this process is as described above under the process for school 

inspection. Similarly, the linkage of EA department to CPMD department in this process is as 

described above under the process for curriculum review and design.  

Administration of national examinations 

The EA department’s linkage to the EQS department in this context is as described above under 

the process for school inspection 

Processing and analysis of results of national examination 

The department’s linkage to the CPMD department in this process is as described above under 

the process for curriculum review and design. 

Certification, accreditation and student orientation 

The EA department’s linkage to HESL department in this context is in connection with certifying 

loan applicants’ national examinations results and certificates. In addition, Examination and 

Accreditation department collaborates with HESL department in the orientation and placements 

of loan beneficiaries selected to join Higher Learning Institutions (HLIs). 

4.4 PROCEDURES FOR PROCESS ACTIVITIES IN EXAMINATIONS AND   

ACCREDITATIONS DEPARTMENT 

S/N  PROCESS RULES, REGULATIONS AND PROCEDURES  

1 Candidates 

Registration 

and 

preparation 

for National 

Examinations 

National examination is conducted for : 

 Primary 

 Ordinary Level  

 Advanced Level  

 

Entry requirements: 

Primary Leaving National Examination: 

Candidates will be eligible for the examination if they have completed six years of Primary 

Education. They must be presented by their schools as there are no private candidates at this level. 

 

Ordinary Level National Examination: 

Candidates will be eligible if they have completed three years of Secondary Education. Only 

candidates presented by their school head teachers are eligible for this examination.  They may be 

asked for proof of having sat the primary leaving examinations. 

 

Advanced Level National Examination 

School Candidates 

A school candidate must be a bona-fide student who has been studying continuously for three 

years, after the Ordinary Level National Examination, in a Secondary School recognized as 

eligible to present candidates for the advanced Level National Examination  

Private Candidates 

A private candidate is one who is not entitled to enter as a school candidate,  but  is  eligible  to  

register  and  sit  for  the  examination  in conformity  with  entry  requirements  stipulated  by  

the  Board. 

 

Registration Process  

Submission of Entries 
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Schools Head  teachers  and  District  Education  officers  should  obtain  entry forms  from  the  

offices  of  the  Board and  submit  them  within  the  deadline announced. Late entries will attract 

penalties 15 days after the expiry of the declared deadline. 

 

Accuracy of Candidates' Entries 

It is the responsibility of the candidates to make sure their names and index numbers are 

recorded correctly as should appear on their certificates. The head  teachers  are  advised  to  

make  sure  that  all  candidates  fill  in  their registration forms properly. 

 

Fees 

The Board charges examination fees decided upon by its Board of Directors and approved by the 

Cabinet. The Evidence of payment of such fees must be availed to the Board before or during the 

submission of the registration forms. 

 

Transfer of candidates 

Candidates registered under a particular examination centre will be required to take the 

examination at that centre. Transfer of a candidate from one centre to another must be authorized 

by the Board on reasons accepted as adequate at least 3 months before the examination is to be 

taken. Applications for transfers received after that period will not be considered. 

Such applications must be made by the candidate, endorsed by the school head teachers, and with 

the approval of the District Education authorities.   No Centre Supervisor should accept a candidate 

to transfer and sit examinations at his/her centre without the approval of the Board. 

 

Withdrawal 

 All cases of withdrawal must be notified to the Board by the candidates concerned or the District 

education officers or the school head teacher. If a candidate withdraws; his/her index number 

should not be given to another candidate and examination fees are not refundable. 

 

A candidate who has been deregistered by the District Education authorities for gross indiscipline 

shall be excluded from sitting the examinations that year. Admission to subsequent sessions shall be 

subject to Board regulations. 

 

Examination timetables 

Examinations shall be conducted once a year in October /November. The timetable will be sent to 

schools at the latest three months before the examination. 

 

The time allowed for each question paper is shown on the timetable. Any time specially allowed for 

reading through question papers or studying maps etc., will be included in the total time allowed 

for the papers. If the time stated in the timetable differs from that on the question paper, the time 

on the question paper should be used. 

 

It is the responsibility of candidates and schools to ensure that they obtain copies of the time 

timetable and that candidates present themselves for the examination on time. 

 

Infectious diseases 

Candidates who have been exposed to any infectious disease cannot be examined at a centre unless 

they are out of quarantine. 

 

Materials to be provided by the candidates 

 Candidates must provide pens, pencils, rubbers, mathematical and dissecting instruments, and 

painting materials. They are required to write their answers with either a pen using black or blue ink, 

or ball-point pens which may be blue or black (preferably black). Pencils may be used only for 

diagrams. 

Calculators may also be used during an examination, except where they are specifically prohibited. 

They could be simple or scientific but must be silent and non- programmable. Mathematical tables 

may be used to answer questions in any subject unless the rubric of the paper forbids their use. 
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Examination materials provided by the Board, including candidates' scripts are the exclusive 

property of the Board and shall not be used for any other purposes. Tampering with examination 

materials is punishable.  

 

Language of examination 

Except for language subjects or as otherwise specified in the rubric of the question paper, answers to 

examination question shall be in the language of the question paper which will be English. 

 

Under protest entries 

In order to correct an apparent error in the entry shown on the Attendance sheet (the official print-

out of the entries) a subject not recorded may be taken "Under Protest" and a report made to the 

Board accordingly, with an explanation in writing by the Centre Supervisor. 

 

Examination arrangements for disabled candidates 

Rwanda Education Board will prepare braille papers for visually handicapped candidates on the 

syllabuses approved specially for the blind. Information for braille giving the index numbers of 

candidates, subjects, papers, set books and the degree of handicap e.g. whether totally or partially 

blind must be received by the Board through the District Education Officer at the time of 

registration for the examination. 

 

The examination paper duration allowed for normal candidates may be varied at the discretion of 

the Board for spastic candidates where this is supported by evidence from a competent medical 

authority. Requests for such consideration should be forwarded at the time of registration by the 

head of the school who may give such evidence and information as may be required by the Board 

REB will provide all necessary support to candidates with disabilities to ensure they are not 

disadvantaged.  

2 Examination 

item 

development  

 

There should be reasonable assurance that the examinations measure students’ learning, relative to 

the curriculum standards.  This requires a well-defined process to confirm that content and the 

average cognitive complexity of items matches that of curriculum standards.  Close collaboration 

between CMDP, EQS and examination and accreditation department is required. The 

communication loop below should inform the item development process. 

Curriculum Materials 
Development & Production

Education Quality & 
Standards

Examinations & Accreditation

Curriculum standards Assessment Printing & StorageCurriculum coverage

Examination Items Development -across dpt process flow map 

 

Annually before the beginning of the examination year a meeting relevant officials will meet to 

discuss clear and strategic item development guidelines  

The guidelines shall: 

1. Clarify the intent of curriculum standards for both setters and moderators  

2. Recommend appropriate cognitive complexity levels for the set of items developed for a 
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given curriculum standard. 

3. Recommend assessment item types appropriate to measure student achievement  

4. Stimulus type to be used and whether copy right permission may be required  

5. Examination administration modalities  

6. Scoring models. 

7.   

Setters & Moderators will use these guidelines to ensure that the paper set is appropriate and of the 

right standard 

Appointment and training of setters & moderators  

The setters and moderators are appointed by the Board annually.  REB shall terminate the 

appointment of a setter and moderator if he/she is unable to comply with requirements and 

standards. Remuneration shall be determined by the Board.  

 

A person appointed as a setter or moderator must declare whether he or she has a child sitting for 

the national examination where upon that examiner shall be relieved of the responsibility of setting 

or moderating examination question papers for that particular year. 

 

A subject officer in respective subjects shall compile examination questions and marking schemes for 

the examination concerned   A number of examination questions shall be set each year and shall be 

kept in the item data bank. The examination question papers set shall conform to the requirement 

of he of the national curriculum 

The individual moderators shall ensure that the examination question paper conform to the 

requirements of the subject statement and subject assessment guideline for a specific subject as list in 

the curriculum. Both the examiners and internal moderators shall comply with instructions and 

deadlines issued by REB.  

REB shall train setters and moderators on procedures for setting and moderating examinations 

question papers. REB shall also provide to them guidelines to setting & moderation which must 

include  

 Duration of the examination papers 

 Marks per question  

 Number of examination questions  

 Format of the examination  

Functions of moderators 

Moderators must perform the following functions:  

 Ensure that examination papers are of an appropriate  standard quality and the appropriate 

language has been used;  

 Ascertain that the examination question papers conform to the subject guidelines used by the 

curriculum; 

 Provide adequately for differentiation;  

 Include questions  addressing difficult cognitive levels; 

 Recommend necessary changes to the exam question paper.  

3 Printing & 

Storage Of 

Examination 

Question 

Papers 

 

Printing  

REB must ensure the following: 

 A building with proper security, which could be used for typing, printing, packaging and 

storage 

 All examination activities may then be carried out in this safe building, allowing access only to 

specific persons. 

 

REB currently uses external firms for the purpose of printing.  The firm concerned should be fully 

checked to ensure that: 

 Strict security measures are in place, and that the quality of the printing is of an acceptable 

standard.  

 A detailed contract, a service level agreement and a Contract of Confidentiality must be signed 
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between the assessment body and the external provider of printing services. 

 

The printing process shall be carried out under the close supervision of a senior official. This official 

must be entrusted with the task of approving the quality and standard of the printed examination 

question papers. All members of the printing team must complete a Contract of Confidentiality 

 

After printing examinations shall be stored in safe place and adequate security provided  

Storage and distribution of examination question papers 

REB shall ensure strict security with regard to: 

 Examination question papers at all times; 

 Distribution mechanism best suited to the schools under its jurisdiction; 

 The distribution chain should be as short as possible; 

 The number of persons involved in the distribution process should be restricted to a minimum; 

 The transfer of the examination question papers from one responsible officer to another should 

be carefully checked and signed upon receipt; 

 Any discrepancies that are detected during the transfer process should be reported immediately. 

  

All persons involved in the distribution process should sign a Contract of Confidentiality 

4 Examination 

Administration  

Examination administration relates to activities to ensure that examinations are conducted 

efficiently. They are intended to achieve fair, valid and reliable assessment. Just as in the case of 

item development, an examination administration committee will be set up at the beginning of an 

examination year. The members of the examination administration committee will be drawn from 

all departments of REB.  

 

The examination administration committee will meet to discuss examination administration 

guidelines. This will include: 

i) Review of the previous report on examination administrations and lessons learnt; 

ii) Receive and adopt an examination administration plan including budget prepared by 

Examination administration unit.  

iii) Discuss the level of deployment of REB staff required and the sharing of responsibility; 

iv) Discuss anticipated risks and mitigation factors. 

 

RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE ADMINISTRATION OF NATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS 

Examinations administration exercise is very important in the education sector. This is why the 

district and provincial administration should ensure security, transparency and justice. 

Examination Centre 

 It should meet all the requirements: sufficient rooms, toilets, furniture, the rooms have 

adequate ventilation and lighting, etc. 

 Cooking and sanitary services should be done by not more than five people basing on the 

number of candidates in the centre 

 For an examination centre where only candidates from that school sit examinations alone, 

strategies should be put in place to combat examination malpractices, e.g. ensuring that their 

invigilators are not teachers from that very school (details in the following sections of this 

document). 

 

Examinations Strong Room (Store) 

 The examinations strong room (store) must be completely empty, without items in it except 

furniture, and should be cleaned before the examination question papers and related materials 

are put in the room.  The windows, doors, roof, ceiling and floor of the examinations strong 

room (store) must be in secure conditions without any connection with adjacent rooms or 

outside. A new security lock MUST be used for the examinations store room and all copies of 
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the keys kept by ONLY the Centre Supervisor. The strong room (store) is solely dedicated to 

the question papers and examinations materials. No other activities (e.g. usual activities related 

to the school management) shall be undertaken in the store during the examination period. 

 The door and windows of the examination store must be solid or reinforced and have security 

lock prior to delivery of the examinations question papers and materials. 

 The Examinations Centre Supervisor is responsible for ensuring that the above conditions of the 

examinations store room are met. 

Examination administration requires effective participation of various officers at different levels of 

Education administration. Below we elaborate responsibilities of key players in the examination 

administration process of Primary Leaving Examinations:  

 

The Representative of The REB 

a) Delivers examination question papers and other examination materials at the District Education 

Officer’s office. 

b) Supervises the distribution of examination materials to the supervisors of examination centres 

and zones. 

c) Liaises with the District Education Officer in monitoring for the smooth conduct of 

examinations in the district. 

d) Returns answer booklets and the remaining (unused) examination materials to REB 

e) Makes an elaborate report on the conduct of the national examinations in the assigned district. 

f) Brings to REB a copy of financial reports and justification of all spending in the assigned district. 

g) Brings D.E.O’s report and centre reports concerning examinations. 

h) The Representative of REB must always be ready to answer for any irregularities occurring in 

his/her district of jurisdiction. 

 

The District Mayor 

a) Takes all the initiative and sees that examinations in the district are smoothly done. 

b) Organises vehicles to be used in the administration of the examinations. 

c) Closely supervises examinations administration exercise and helps in solving any arising 

problems. 

d) Takes appropriate measures and precautions to prevent any foreseeable examination 

malpractice or irregularity (including possible administrative failures) in his/her district of 

jurisdiction. 

e) Must always be a person of integrity. 

 

The  District Education Officer (D.E.O) 

a) He/she is the district coordinator in the administration of examinations. 

b) Must see that all needed materials for the smooth administration of examinations are available. 

c) The D.E.O selects examination supervisors and invigilators in the district. No teacher is allowed 

to supervise or invigilate exams in his/her school. There must be one centre supervisor, one 

assistant of the centre supervisor, one invigilator in an examination room of not more than 25 

candidates, and one floating invigilator for three rooms. P6 teachers are not allowed to 

invigilate. 

d) Uses teachers who mark national exams to assist in training those who will invigilate, in making 

sitting arrangements, writing index numbers, separating registration forms, and writing 

examination reports. 

e) Informs in time those who will be involved in the administration of exams in the district, and 

submits to REB the final list (plus their telephone numbers, schools of origin and assigned school 

for supervision)  

f) Ensures that the timetable and other rules and regulations governing exams reach schools that 

have candidates  

g) Meets zone supervisors and together lay strategies to combat examination malpractices. 

h) Works closely with the REB Representative in the district. 

i) Ensures that examinations and examination materials received are the right numbers and 

quantities. 

j) Meets Centre Supervisors and explains rules and regulations governing examinations  

k) Takes appropriate measures and precautions to prevent any foreseeable examination 
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malpractice or irregularity (including possible administrative failures) in his/her district of 

jurisdiction.  

l) Writes a comprehensive report on the general administration of examinations and makes 

relevant suggestions. 

m) Gives the REB Representative a copy of the financial report. 

n) Must always be a person of integrity. 

o) The D.E.O must always be ready to answer for any irregularities occurring in his/her district of 

jurisdiction. 

 

The Zone Supervisor 

a) Receives from the District Education Officer (D.E.O) boxes containing question papers and 

other examination materials. 

b) Delivers on time question papers and examination materials in the centres of his/her 

jurisdiction. 

c) Supervises the administration of the examinations in his zone of jurisdiction. 

d) Puts examinations answer booklets for each centre separately after exams are done. 

e) Delivers the answer booklets and financial reports to the D.E.O. 

f) Writes a report for the D.E.O. 

g) Must always be a person of integrity. 

h) The Zone Supervisor must always be ready to answer for any irregularities occurring in his/her 

zone of jurisdiction. 

 

The Examination Centre Supervisor 

a) The Examinations Centre Supervisor is responsible for ensuring that the conditions of the 

examinations store room are met. 

b) The Examination Centre Supervisor has a duty to maintain the integrity of the examination at 

all times 

c) The Examination Centre Supervisor is responsible for the smooth and proper conduct and 

supervision of examinations. 

d) Meeting his/her assistant plus invigilators and floating invigilators so as to lay strategies for the 

smooth running of the examination administration exercise. 

e) Arranging examination rooms by ensuring that they are enough and have no materials that 

may facilitate candidates to cheat. 

f) Making sure that candidates from the same school are not put in one examination room alone. 

g) Duty of receiving question papers and examination materials, as follows: 

 Receiving question papers and examination materials in presence of the security agents 

(police); 

 In reference to the number of candidates of his/her exam centre of jurisdiction, 

checking if all envelopes of question papers are there and well-sealed; 

 A reception note should be written and signed. 

 Immediately after the reception examination question papers and in presence of the 

security agents, checking the question paper envelopes carefully and arranging them in 

order of examination timetable. 

h) Sticking to the timetable designed by the REB. 

i) Never enter an examination store in the absence of the security guard. 

j) Finding out reasons why a candidate may come late and write a report about it. 

k) Issuing question papers and other examination materials needed in the examination rooms. 

l) Keeping safely the remaining answer booklets. 

m) Notifying the Zone supervisor, D.E.O, or the REB Representative whenever problems arise. 

n) Supervising invigilators, punishing those who do not perform well, and writing a report. 

o) Sealing every examination separately and ensuring that they are all there. 

p) Making sure that all examination rooms’ reports are well written and put in envelopes. 

q) Making sure that, immediately after distribution of question papers, all remaining question 

papers are collected and returned to the store. 

r) Writing a report indicating the total number of candidates who were supposed to sit the 

examination and those who did not turn up; indicating percentages of those who were 

supposed to sit and those who didn’t. 
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s) Verifying the accuracy of his/her report first before signing it. 

t) Signing other examinations related documents. 

u) To ensure that answer booklets are well packed according to school and combination in well 

labelled boxes (labels must be made on a paper and not on the box itself). 

v) Working closely with the assistant supervisor and the security agents at the centre. 

w)  Making sure that he/she does not enter the examination store without a police guard. 

x) Must always be a person of integrity. 

y) Must always be ready to answer for any irregularities occurring in his/her centre of jurisdiction. 

The Examination Centre Supervisor must make sure that the invigilators received and read a 

copy of the rules and regulations of the examinations. 

N.B:  

i) Centre Supervisors must be selected from Head teachers. It would be good to seek assistance 

from teachers who mark National Examinations especially in packing answer booklets. 

ii) In case there is reason to open an exam envelope, this should be done in the presence of a 

security agent and a written report is made and signed. 

iii) To pack the answer booklets in the appropriate envelopes, for example: Mathematics I is put in 

an envelope marked MATHEMATICS I. In case there is a reason to change an envelope, e.g., 

when Biology II answer booklets are put in envelope labelled as GEOGRAPHY III, you just 

cancel GEOGRAPHY III and write Biology II. 

iv) To fill all the appropriate examination documents which are to be returned to REB head office. 

v) The Examination Centre Supervisor must make sure that the invigilators received and read a 

copy of the rules and regulations of the examinations. 

Head teachers must provide for the welfare of their candidates who sit their exams from 

other schools. 

Security Agents 

a) Escort the vehicles transporting the questions papers and other confidential examination 

materials from REB, Districts and Examinations Centres. 

b) At any time exams cannot be transported without security agents. 

c) Ensure and maintain the security in examination centre at all times. 

d) Not to enter in examination room but a security agent must move around the school 

compound for ensuring that unauthorised people do not approach the examination rooms for 

any reasons. 

e) Keep always vigilance such as unauthorised people cannot enter in examination strong room 

(store) or in examination room. 

f) On a full time basis a security agent must look after the examination strong room (store). 

g) Be with the examination centre supervisor when he/she enter in examination strong room 

(store) for any reason and make sure that he/she does not stay in for unnecessary time. 

 

Invigilators 

1. Invigilators have a key role in upholding the integrity of the national examination process and 

contribute to the success of examination administration. 

2. Invigilators must be familiar with examinations rules and regulations. 

3. At all times, invigilators must be in examination room i.e. they do never leave candidates 

unattended at any time. 

4. Invigilators must be standing in front of candidates and positioned to ensure that they do never 

turn their back on candidates and they can see all candidates at all times. 

5. Following strictly the timetable and other strategies laid down. 

6. Searching thoroughly the candidates before they enter the examination room. 

7. Making sure that he/she does not enter the examination room with a mobile telephone. 

8. Ensuring that candidates are seated in such a way that they cannot be able to cheat. So, seats 

are arranged in such a way that candidates cannot look (intentionally or otherwise) at each 

other’s work. 

9. Ensuring that candidates who sit the exams are the very ones who registered; and they should 

have their registration forms while doing exams and submit them after the exam. 

10. Using the floating invigilator to make a list of those who turned up for the exam and those 

who didn’t, plus their index numbers, after the exam starts. 

11. Verifying from the envelope ‘window’ if the exam therein is the very one to be done at that 
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particular time (before opening it). 

12. Issuing answer booklets and rough paper to candidates. Rough paper is used in all exams apart 

from Mathematics.  

13. Returning all remaining question papers to the centre supervisor immediately after necessary 

papers have been distributed 

14. Reminding candidates to read instructions. 

15. Assisting candidates to write their names and index numbers on answer booklets as they are on 

their forms. 

16. Making sure that every candidate has written his/her right name and index number on the 

answer booklet. 

17. Reminding the candidates to check if all question paper pages are there. 

18. Verifying if all questions are there and are arranged numerically. 

19. Making sure that candidates do not cheat. 

20. Informing the Centre supervisor of any arising problems. 

21. Writing a report on a candidate who cheats, ensuring that the candidate signs it, but making 

sure that the candidate is not stopped from doing the examination. 

22. Reminding the candidates the remaining time after every thirty minutes; and reminding them to 

get ready to put pens down in the last fifteen minutes. 

23. Invigilators must not carry out any other task (for example reading a book or a newspaper, 

reading and answering the question paper being sat for, marking, looking at outside) in the 

examination room. 

24. Receiving registration forms and putting them in their respective envelopes. 

25. Putting back answer booklets in their envelopes. 

26. Avoiding disturbing candidates. 

27. Ensuring that candidates sign in after submitting their answer booklets, one by one, and ensure 

that every candidate in his/her examination room hands in. 

28. Avoid changing names or index numbers of candidates. 

29. Filling in the report forms of the examination room after every examination and putting them 

in their respective envelopes. 

30. Signing examination related documents. 

31. Must always be a person of integrity. 

32. Must be ready to be punished in case it is found out during marking that he/she assisted in 

examination malpractices in the examination room. 

33. Must be ready to be punished in case a candidate’s code is intentionally written wrongly in 

order to make him/her get marks of another candidate. 

 

The invigilator must not: 

a) Carry out any other task (for example reading a book or a newspaper, reading and answering 

the question paper being sat for, marking, looking out for the outside) in the examination room 

b) Direct candidates to particular questions or particular sections of the question paper; 

c) Make any comment where a candidate believes that there is an error or omission on the 

question paper. The invigilator must however, refer the matter immediately to the examination 

centre supervisor through the floating invigilator; 

d) Give any information to candidates about possible mistakes in the question, unless there is an 

erratum notice; 

e) Comment on the content of the question paper; 

f) Read a word or words printed on the question paper to a candidate, other than the 

instructions on the front cover; 

g) Offer any advice or comment on the work of a candidate. 

 

N.B: When malpractices are found out during marking or thereafter, the invigilator in that very 

room is also punished accordingly. 

 

 The Floating Invigilator 

a) He/she is assigned three rooms of not more than 75 candidates. 

b) Checks his/her three rooms, sealing the candidates’ names and index numbers, ensuring that 
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what is written on the answer booklet is the same as that written on the registration form. 

When a candidate does not put on his/her names and index number; writes it erroneously or 

crosses them, the floating invigilator asks the candidate to re-write them. When a candidate 

repeats the same mistake, he/she is taken as one involved in examination malpractice and a 

report is written about it. 

c) Replaces an invigilator who for one reason or the other gets out of the examination room. 

d) Making sure that he/she does not have a mobile telephone when carrying out invigilation 

activity. 

e) Must ensure that every candidate has all the questions and are arranged in the right order. 

f) Escorts candidates who wish to ease themselves, and ensures that they do not come back with 

pieces of paper. 

g) Makes a list with names and index numbers of candidates in his/her examination room in time, 

and makes sure it is not altered unless corrections are required. 

h) Assists invigilators to keep examination materials in the right places. 

i) Signs examination related documents. 

j) Must always be a person of integrity. 

k) Must always be ready to answer for any irregularities occurring in his/her rooms of jurisdiction. 

    

 

MISCONDUCT 

The Board reserves the right to withhold release of results of the examination for any candidate or 

centres suspected of having been involved in examination irregularity or misconduct pending 

completion of investigations and the final disposal of any consequent disciplinary or other 

proceedings. 

 

If the Board is satisfied that candidates or schools have been involved in any irregularity or 

misconduct, such candidates or schools will have their results cancelled. The schools whose results 

are cancelled may be removed from the list of the Board's approved examination centres while 

candidates may be barred from entry to future examinations for two subsequent years. 

 

If the  Board  is  satisfied  that  the  examination  at  any  centre  has  not  been conducted in 

accordance with its regulations or that there have been widespread irregularities at an 

examination centre, it may at its sole discretion disqualify all the candidates at the centre. 

 

Candidates or schools whose results are withheld or cancelled will be informed as soon as the 

examination results have been announced.  

 

A person who gains  access  to  examinations  material  and  knowingly  reveals  the  contents, 

whether orally or in writing to any unauthorized party, whether a candidate or not; or wilfully 

and maliciously damages examination materials; or is not registered to take a particular Board's 

examination but, with intent to impersonate, present or attempts  to present him/her self to take 

the part of an enrolled candidate; or presents a forged certificate or diploma to a prospective 

employer or to an institution of learning with intent to gain employment or admission, shall be 

guilty of an offence and liable to imprisonment for a term of two to ten  years and a fine of 

20,000 to 200,000 francs, or to one of these penalties. 

 

Description of irregularities:                                                                                                                            

 Forged documents for a candidate’s registration 

 Use of false identification during and or after registration or sitting for examination 

 Use of unauthorized item in the examination room 

 Doing a wrong examination (every question paper indicates who is supposed to sit for it) 

 Answering in unauthorized language 

 Copying answers from others 

 Helping others to copy answers 

 Writing unrelated items to that very subject inside the answer booklet (candidate’s 

identification, contacts, greetings, signs, etc.). 
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 Abuse of examinations materials 

 

5 Marking of 

National 

Examinations 

Guidelines for marking National Examinations 

 

All persons at a marking centre are expected : 

 

 To work with diligence, fairness and discipline 

 To keep confidential all information concerning marking until marks have been officially 

published. 

 To desist from attempting to know the marks of any candidate or school during the marking 

period.  No one, except those directly concerned, is allowed to open an answer booklet or 

request for any information thereon. 

 To respect advice and instructions from immediate superiors 

 To keep time and stay in the marking centre during working hours. Going out of the marking 

centre requires permission. 

 To desist from drinking alcoholic beverages during working hours and from coming to work 

with a hangover 

 Never to leave the marking room or the marking centre with any item related to the marking 

exercise. 

 Always to lock the marking room if you are the last to go out. 

 To be mindful of the security of others and their property 

 To return all unused items at the end of the exercise 

 To cooperate with others in preparing a report. 

 

 Guidelines to Examiners 

Anyone invited to mark must: 

 Sit the examination as a candidate would sit for it. 

 Make a marking scheme with a standard deviation, on any part of a question, of ± 1. Where a 

question carries many parts, every part must be marked and the score for every point 

indicated. This activity takes one day. Whoever fails to perform this exercise is disqualified for 

the marking exercise. 

 Participate in discussion of the marking scheme prepared by REB and make 

changes/modifications where it has been generally agreed upon by all examiners. 

 Copy the agreed marking scheme to make reading easier. This exercise takes two days for 

every subject. 

 Mark dummies in order to get accustomed to the marking scheme. N.B.: Every dummy must 

be discussed to determine one agreed mark for it, before going on to the next. Reasons for 

deviation must be thoroughly explored. Three dummies must be marked and discussed every 

day. Eight dummies are adequate unless there is justification for more.  N.B: Any prospective 

examiner who persistently obtains significant deviations from others will be discontinued. 

 Sign for answer booklets received from the team leader and mark them with care and 

diligence. 

 Mark with the strictest adherence to the marking scheme. N.B.: Where there is an answer that 

seems to be correct but is not on the marking scheme, the examiner shall submit it for general 

discussion before it is included in the marking scheme and marks awarded for it. 

  

 Tick (✓) where there is a correct answer, mark with ✔ where the answer is incomplete and X 

where the answer is wrong; marks are recorded on the right hand side margin, in line with the 

answer.  N.B: Use a red pen at all times. 

  

 Add marks for each question and circle its total e.g. 12 and record the marks on the front 

cover page, in the space provided. 

 Check the answer booklet for any omission of marks or errors of addition. 

 Every envelope must be checked by the examiner who marked the scripts therein, and she/he 

must write her/his name on the envelope and sign on it. 

 Mark every script in conveyor belt system (choose questions to marks and pass the script to 
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the next examiner) exchange envelopes with another examiner for general checking for any 

errors or omissions. 

o Where a checking examiner has to mark an omitted part of a question, he must use 

a pencil to tick. She / He will also check for instance where marks have been 

omitted or erroneously awarded. The checking examiner also puts his/her name on 

the envelope and signs for the checking. 

o To give the envelope to another checker who will not mark but will check the 

arithmetic accuracy of marks for each question and for the whole paper. 

o To fill in marks according to the frequency table provided. 

o To return the envelope to the team leader for verification of the number of 

scripts and signature. 

 

  Instructions for Chief Examiners 

 To do the examination and prepare a marking scheme for comparison with the marking 

scheme provided. 

 To supervise team leaders while they sit the examination and prepare marking schemes. 

 To discuss the marking scheme, with team leaders, for every mark to be awarded. 

 To mark at least 8 dummies. 

 To discuss with team leaders on marks for each dummy before it goes to the examiners for 

marking and general discussion. N.B:  Every dummy must be marked and discussed before 

going on to the next. 

 To supervise all examiners including team leaders. 

 To examine envelopes checked by team leaders and compare their marking and that of the 

examiners. 

 To pick any examined envelope at random and re-examine it as well as check whether it has 

been properly checked 

 To sign on every envelope submitted by the team leader before handing it over to the 

representative of REB. 

 To work with all examiners in filling in the frequency table for the marks of all candidates 

 To make a report on the performance of candidates on every question, give possible reasons 

for the performance and recommendation as to how the topic should be taught in future. 

 To supervise the conduct of all examiners and, where necessary, discontinue anyone who is in 

breach of instructions. 

 Make a chief examiners report at the end of the examination marking session.  

 

Guidelines to Team Leaders 

 A team leader has the following responsibilities: 

 To first sit the examination as a candidate would sit for it. 

 To make a marking scheme of his /her own 

 To discuss with other team leaders as to the adequacy of the marking scheme provided and 

amend it where it is commonly agreed to do so. 

 To mark at least 12 dummies and discuss every dummy with the other team leaders until marks 

for each are agreed upon. N.B: Every dummy must be discussed before going on to the next.  

Each question must be discussed and marks for it agreed upon. 

 To check whether all examiners under his/her charge has attempted ted the exam. 

 Any examiner with less than 60% must be disqualified. 

 To lead examiners ' discussions on the marking scheme and dummies. 

 

 N.B:  Any examiner who gets a deviation greater than ± 2 over 8 

dummies must be discontinued. 

 To hand out script envelopes to examiners. 

 To mark, using a green pen, at least 3 scripts in every envelope marked by an examiner under 

his/her charge. 

 To check at random, at any time, in any envelope marked by any of the examiners under 

his/her charge, any number of scripts for any omissions or errors of addition or any other 

errors whatsoever 
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 To  verify  whether  every  envelope  has  been  double  checked  by  another examiner and 

by another checker who is not an examiner. 

 To check whether the frequency table has been filled in by every examiner after the scripts in 

every envelope have been marked and checked. 

 To receive every completed envelope with all the signatures required and verify that all the 

scripts are inside it. 

 To check on the conduct of examiners and make a report. 

 To cooperate with the chief examiner in making a report and filling in the frequency table for 

the marks of all candidates. 

 

Instructions for checkers 

 Checkers are in two groups: One group checks the arithmetic accuracy of marks on scripts and 

the other group opens the flaps of answer booklets and records the marks. 

 

a) Responsibilities of arithmetic checkers 

 To add the marks for each question and tick with in pencil if the marks are correct. 

 To add up all marks for the script and tick with v in pencil if the marks are correct. 

 To show the examiner where there are errors of addition or omission. Only the examiner can 

rectify the error and sign. 

 To record the deviation marks per cent for the examiner concerned: 

 Name of Examiner:     

 Script n° 1  Deviation 

 Script n° 2  Deviation  et

c. 

 To sign on every envelop completed and give it back to the examiner for submission to the 

team leader. 

 

b) Responsibilities for checkers who open booklet flaps and record marks. 

 To open booklet flaps and check that the names on the booklets correspond to the mark sheet 

provided, and make any necessary corrections. 

 To fill in the marks quickly and neatly without rubbing or attempting to charge the marks, or 

wasting time to check how a candidate has answered or been marked. 

 To  sign  on  every  mark  sheet  and  submit  in  to  the  representative  of  REB 

 

 6 Processing and 

analysis of 

national 

examination  

 

 In conformity with the REB decree, the performance of every candidate shall be given a grade 

for each subject and a result slip issued accordingly, indicating the overall performance of the 

candidate. 

 Grades are awarded on a 9 point scale from 1 to 9 and a 6 point scale for A level results from 

A to E for Principal passes and S for Subsidiary passes determined by establishing the position 

of a candidate's raw marks on a frequency distribution curve. 

 The pass mark is 3 subsidiary passes in the principal subjects. To qualify for higher Education, a 

candidate at A' Level must also obtain 2 principals at E in two principal subjects with a 

minimum of 13 points.  

 All results will be issued by REB as soon as the award and processing of marks are completed 

for each centre.  A list of all candidates showing their subject results and their overall 

performance will be printed and candidates will be able to view their results on line through 

SMS on mobile phones or on the website. The result slips for individual candidates will also be 

printed and delivered to examination centres 

 REB reserves the right to correct the information given on results lists and slips before 

certificates or diplomas are issued.  The decision of REB concerning results is final. 

 

Appeals and Remarking 

 Remarking of scripts may be undertaken by REB at a written request of Heads of schools that 

presented the candidates. Requests from private candidates will be channelled directly to REB. 

 REB will undertake to remark scripts only after convincing reasons have been given justifying 

remarking of scripts for a candidate whose results have already been issued. 
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 REB reserves the right to reject any request for remarking if in its opinion, a strong case has not 

been established. Candidates for whom remarking has been accepted will be required to pay a 

fee to be determined by REB from time to time. 

 Requests  for  remarking  accompanied  by  the  correct  fees  must  be  channelled through the 

District Education Officer and must reach REB offices before 30th April of the year following 

that of the examination. Requests received after this date will not be considered 

 Other enquiries on results must be made as soon as results have been released. 

 Enquiries received after 30th April of the year following that of the examination will not be 

considered. 

 REB will publish corrections on information given in the results lists and slips arising out of 

remarking before certificates are issued. 

7 Selection 

Equivalence and 

Accreditation   

 

SELECTION 

S.1 and S.4 Selection  

 Before the Minister releases the exam results, the Director General writes to the minister 

asking for information on the number of places for girls and boys in respect to 

combinations for S.4 students in each school in each district all over the country.  

 The DG makes an announcement on TV and radio inviting all head teacher to come and 

participate in the selection exercise. This announcement tells those dates and place for the 

exercise. 

 With help of the database unit, the selection unit then places the students according to 

their performance, choices and the places available. This exercise also then determines the 

cut-off point for entrance to whatever level. This is done one week prior to the selection 

date. 

 REB will then choose one REB representative to chair each District selection during the 

selection Process. 

 During the meeting headmasters are arranged to sit according to their various districts.  

 The DG through invited journalists lets the public know that selection process of S.1 And 

or S.4 is going on and lets them know, the cut-off points. This helps to inform parents 

and students on who has and has not been placed. 

 The REB representative then distributes lists of students placed in different schools to the 

headmasters. These lists are generated from the earlier selection process within REB staff.  

 The headmasters cross check with the lists to verify placement and seek clarity from the 

REB representatives. Any other matter that cannot be cleared by REB representatives is 

handled by the director of selection unit and the Head of Examination and Accreditation 

Unit.  

 If a district has a balance of students not placed, an even distribution of these students 

takes place amongst the teachers. 

 Head teachers are then supervised into writing admission letters for each student placed in 

their school. This admission letter is prepared earlier by the schools with all requirements. 

The head teachers do fill in names and contact details of students. These letters are then 

given to the REB representatives 

 The selection unit then prepares a report on the selection exercise. Specifically the final 

lists of students placed under each school. This is made to cater for the inspection exercise 

that follows after. 

 Admission letters are then sent to various schools under different districts. S.1 admissions 

letters are distributed down to the sector level, according to districts while S.4 admission 

letters are sent to the former schools of candidates 

 A week after the selection exercise, the unit is ready to handle any requests and 

complaints to allow re-allocation of students. 

 A week after students reporting to school, the head teachers write to REB informing it of 

places filled and those pending. 

 The unit may then allocate those places to different students who meet the requirements  

 NB: No placement is given to a student below the cut-off points whatsoever 
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Equivalence 

 This is for candidates from other nations who want their certificate, diploma, of degree 

converted to the Rwandan education grading system. The office receives an application 

letter properly filled (template) with the following other documents.  

A receipt of Rwf 1000 paid to RRA account. 

The original certificates 

a copy of identification card (indangamuntu) 

 The equivalence officer then makes contact with the issuing institution to confirm 

authenticity of certificate. 

 The issuing institution then writes back confirming the authenticity of certificate.  

 The calculation for conversion then commences for authentic certificates using a set 

criteria.  

 A file containing the outcome of conversion results with a copy of the email from the 

issuing officer is then prepared to be sent to the DG’s office for his signature.  

 The file once signed is returned to the selection and equivalence unit to be given to the 

applicant. 

 For forgeries, a copy of the confirmation mail from the issuing office and original 

presented by the candidate are prepared and sent to the head of unit.  The original 

presented by the candidate are withheld. 

 REB will prepare a letter and hand over the file to police for prosecution.  

Accreditation 

This deals with the confirmation of a candidate’s results 

 When approached, the accreditation and equivalence officer issues the candidate with an 

application letter template) to be filled.  

 The candidate must fill it in and return with the following documents 

o A copy of identification (indangamuntu) for those 16 years and above. Those 

below could come along with parents/guardians identification. 

o A recommendation letter from his previous school. This is not a must especially 

for schools far away from the reach of candidates. 

 The application plus required documentation is then sent to the database unit. 

 The Database unit then produces a printout duly signed confirming that these are the 

results of the candidate.  

 Upon receipt of the printout, the officer in charge of accreditation prepares a confirmation 

of results letter (see template) and sends the file to the DG for approval.  

 This file once signed is then transferred to the central secretariat for copies to be made and 

reference numbers tagged on the confirmation of results letter. 

 The secretariat then brings the file back to the accreditation and equivalence officer who 

will in turn issue the candidate with the confirmation of results letter signed by the DG. 

8 Certification & 

Students 

Orientation   

Certificates and Diplomas 

 Certificates and Diplomas awarded to school candidates will be issued to the Heads of schools. 

Private candidates will obtain theirs directly from REB offices after it has publicly announced 

that they are ready. 

 A certificate or Diploma shall be awarded to every candidate who attains an overall pass of 3 

subsidiary passes or a minimum of 9 points. 

 It is not possible to issue duplicate certificates. A candidate who has lost his/her certificate may 

apply to REB through his/her former school for a certifying statement or confirmation of 

results. 
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Certifying statements/Confirmation of results 

 A certifying statement of a candidate's results will be sent on request to an institution of higher 

learning, an employer or other public body. 

 The application should give the candidate's full name, the school attended (if any) or the 

examination centre, together with the year of examination and, if possible, the candidate's 

index number. A fee shall be charged for this service. 

 REB shall not be held responsible for the identity of the bearer of its certificates or certifying 

statements. 
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REGISTRATION FORMS 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 

 

PRIMARY LEAVING EXAMINATION  

a) Every candidate must follow strictly the rules and regulations of the examination. 

b) Must be characterized by good behaviour, perseverance and smartness. 

c) Must master his/her very index number. 

d) Must always carry a blue or black pen and a ruler. 

e) Verifying if all questions are there and are arranged numerically. 

f) Avoid encroaching on neighbours’ work in the examination room. 

g) Write his/her names and index number in the right place on the answer booklet. 

h) Follow strictly instructions on question papers, like answering all questions in the given time, choosing some 

questions, etc. 

i) Avoid bad writing, rubbings, etc. 

j) Avoiding writing information irrelevant to the subject; any candidate who writes unnecessary information in the 

answer booklets is penalized. 

k) Writing answers in the provided space in the answer booklets. 

l) Avoiding cheating in any way. 

m) A candidates who finishes before others must wait until the examination is over. 

n) Signing after handing in the answer booklet and registration form. 

 

N.B (a): 

 The candidate who intentionally writes his/her index number wrongly is penalized for that. 

 When a candidate cheats, helps another person cheat or demonstrates any other fraud, he/she is deprived of the 

right of being a candidate that year i.e. all his/her exams are nullified. 

N.B (b):  

 The materials a candidate may enter the exam room with include: a mathematical set, a pencil, a pen, a rubber, 

and a sharpener. If a candidate has any unauthorised material in an examination (whether or not he/she intends to 

use it), this is considered as malpractice. 

 

 ORDINARY AND ADVANCED LEAVING EXAMINATION 

a) Every candidate must follow strictly the rules and regulations of the examination. 

b) Must be well behaved throughout the examination period. Those residing at the centre should respect the rules of 

the school. Whoever misbehaves is dealt with according to examination regulations. 

c) Carrying hygienic materials like toilet papers. 

d) Private candidates provide for themselves as regards meals, accommodation and transport. 

e) Carrying authorized examination materials like mathematical sets, calculators.   

f)  No candidate is allowed to carry a mobile telephone in the examination room. 

g) Presenting his/her registration form and other identifications whenever need arises. 

h) Sticking to the exam timetable:  

i) Whoever comes late after thirty minutes without any tangible reason is not allowed to sit the exam. 

j) Apart from the items authorised, no other item should be taken into the examination room.  If a candidate has 

any unauthorised material in an examination (whether or not he/she intends to use it), this is considered as 

malpractice. 

k) No candidate is allowed to change the seat given to him/her. 

l) Filling all the information asked for on the cover page of the answer booklet. The actual names and numbers are 

put in the appropriate place only. Whenever they appear elsewhere on the answer booklet, that booklet is 

disregarded. 

m) To adhere to the instructions given on each examination. 
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n) Answering in the appropriate answer booklets; where rough work has to be done, the candidate uses the other 

side of the page. After using the back as a rough page, the candidate cancels across the page but does not make it 

totally illegible. 

o) Not to pluck even a single paper from the answer booklet. 

p) Filling in the “sitting plan” the full index number and signing after submitting the answer booklet. 

q) To remain seated whenever it is not yet time up. A candidate should not get out of the examination room not 

until all his/her papers have been checked. 

r) Keeping his/her registration form after an exam, and keeping it safely in case it is requested for by the REB 

authorities. 

s) Every candidate must ensure that she/he sit for exam for her/his level and combination 

t) To check whether an answer booklet has 16pages. 

u) To sign for any mistakes a candidate makes. 

 

N.B (1):  Any candidate who is caught in examination malpractices (cheating, helping another person cheat or 

demonstrating any other fraud breaking the rules and regulations of examinations) is deprived of the right of being a 

candidate that year i.e. his/her results in all exams are nullified. The examination malpractices can be recognized during 

examinations administration, marking exercise or even thereafter. 

N.B (2): The materials a candidate may enter the exam room with include: a mathematical set, a pencil, a pen, a 

rubber, and a sharpener. 

N.B (3): REB should receive and address complaints pertaining to examinations results only within a period not 

exceeding three months (90 days) immediately after the results are released. 
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CONDUCT OF EXAMINATIONS  

 

Preparing the Examination Rooms /Halls 

 A large hall is recommended as an Examination room. In case there is no large hall the classrooms could be used. 

But such classrooms designated as examination rooms should be locked up after the last examination that day and 

used specifically for that purpose examinations. 

 They must be large enough to accommodate at least 25 candidates in case of primary exams and 30 candidates for 

secondary exams. 

 There should be a chalkboard or some provision where the starting time and the time the examination is expected 

to end can be written. 

 A large wall clock should be provided in the examination room 

 Charts maps etc. …should be removed from the walls or covered up. 

 Desks of candidates should be arranged in such a way that the invigilators collect the scripts in order of index 

numbers per any school. 

 A desk and a chair should be provided at the front of the examination room for the invigilator 

 Chairs for Invigilators should be provided at strategic points. 

 

Entering the Examination Room /Hall 

 The Invigilator should unlock the examination room doors and open the windows and switch on lights (if 

necessary) at least 20 minutes before the start of the examination. 

 Any unauthorised materials (charts on walls, writing on blackboard, pieces of papers on the floor, etc...) should be 

removed. 

 Candidates should be advised to go and ease themselves.  Once inside the examination room no candidate should 

be allowed to go out before the end of the examination. In the event of pressing necessity, a candidate leaving the 

room can only do so under escort. 

  Advise candidates not to enter with any unauthorized documents, pieces of paper they may have hidden with 

intention of taking them into the examination room.  Check each candidate thoroughly for any pieces of paper 

intended to be smuggled in the examination room. Check mathematical sets, pockets, shoes and the body. 

Clipboards should not be allowed in the examination room. 

 Boys should be checked by male invigilators and girls by female invigilators. 

 Each candidate must have an identity card with his /her photograph bearing the official school stamp and must 

present the registration form in every exam. 

 Allow the checked candidate to enter the examination room and take their seats according to their index numbers. 

No candidate should be allowed to determine in advance where he/she would like to sit. 

 Once in the examination room strict silence should be observed. 

 

Starting the Examination 

 When all candidates are seated, the Invigilator brings the question papers and the answer booklets. 

 The Invigilators and candidates' representatives should examine the question paper envelope to ascertain that it 

has not been tampered with. 

 N.B.  In case the envelope has been tampered with the REB delegate must be notified. 

 The  Invigilators  cuts  open  the  question  paper  envelope  in  the  presence  of candidates. He/she counts the 

papers enclosed to check whether the total number of question papers agree with the quantity indicated on the 

envelope and then records the number and signs. 

 The Invigilators issue the question papers to the candidates and places them upside down in such a way that the 

candidates cannot read the questions before the start time. 

 The candidates are then instructed to start. If more than one room is used then a bell should be rung to signify the 

start of the examination. All candidates must start the examination at the same time. 

 Invigilators write the time when the examination starts and when it is expected to end on the chalkboard. 

 Any candidate who comes after 30 minutes from the start of the examination must not be allowed to sit the 

examination. Candidates who arrive late but not more than 30 minutes and are allowed to sit must not be given 

extra time no matter what the reason may be for their lateness. 

 The time allowed for each paper includes time for reading the questions. 
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 Instruction/rubric stated on question papers should not be read to or explained to candidates. Any ambiguity or 

omission should be relayed to the REB representative for further instructions.  

 

Invigilation when the examination is in progress 

 For effective invigilation there should be an invigilator for every 30 candidates or at least an invigilator in every 

room. Where a large hall / room is used there should be an invigilators to every 50 candidates at most. 

 When a candidate needs an extra answers booklet, the invigilators should first verify that all pages of the answer 

booklet(s) with the candidate are completely used up before issuing another answer booklet. 

 No unauthorised person is allowed in the examination room. Teachers, who are not assigned as invigilators, must 

not enter the examination room. 

 Except for candidates, all other persons (Teachers invigilators, Heads of schools, REB representatives or any others 

persons are not allowed to read the question papers when the examination is in progress. 

 In case of any error made in the question papers no correction should be made unless a corrigendum has been 

submitted by REB. However the invigilators must write a report on any error detected by candidates. 

 Students  who  are  not  sitting  examination  should  be  kept  far  away  from  the examination  area.  The 

examination area should be out of bounds to non- candidates. 

 Invigilators must remain inside the examination room watching over the candidates.   Invigilators  should  not  

stand  at  the  door  with  their  backs  to candidates, stand or sit outside the examination room. 

 Invigilators  should  concentrate  on  invigilation  and  not  engage  in  any  other activities, e.g.  marking, reading 

novels and newspapers, or knitting etc. when invigilating. 

 When the examination is in progress the invigilators should prepare the sitting plan for his / her room for each 

paper. 

 The invigilators should complete the attendance register while the examination is in progress. This should be done 

for each examination paper. 

 

 Ending the examination 

 When it is two minutes to the end of the examination, the candidates should be advised to check that their names 

and index numbers are written correctly on all their answer booklets. 

 At the end of the time allocated for examination, candidate should be given the following instruction: "Stop 

writing, pens down and stand up". 

 All writing, including that of names and index numbers, must stop. 

 The  invigilators  should  go  around  and  collect  the  scripts  in  order  of  index numbers. Unused or spoiled 

answer booklets should also be collected. 

 The collected scripts are arranged in ascending order of index numbers from the lowest to the highest number. 

 Count the number of scripts collected. 
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